Catalyst Event Report on
Paradigms of Mental Health
An afternoon of exploration looking at what we mean by mental health, and
how we describe it
Friends Meeting House, Liverpool, Monday 14th May 2018
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Catalyst Event Report on
Paradigms of Mental Health
An afternoon of exploration, looking at what we mean by mental health,
and how we describe it
Friends Meeting House, Liverpool,
14th May 2018

Purpose
This Catalyst event was sponsored by the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) and was in collaboration between
the RSA, NHS Research and Development North West (NHS R&D NW), the University of Chester and
Lapeenranta University of Technology, Finland.
The aim of the event was to facilitate and enable new conversations between diverse groups of people
all of whom had an interest in mental health.

Mental health disorders are amongst the leading causes of ill health and disability worldwide but
services for people with mental health problems are often limited and treatment is not always
successful. The dominant way of assessing the impact of interventions or established practices in health
care is through either the social sciences or clinical sciences paradigms of research, using research
methods ranging from semi structured interviews to randomized control trials.

NHS Research & Development North West have been working in collaboration with the Royal Society of
Arts, the University of Chester and Lapeenranta University of Technology, Finland, to explore the use of
arts based methods in mental health research. Arts-based research is more about beginning an
investigation without expectations and remaining open to all possibilities.

To start exploring these new ideas the Catalyst event was designed, using Open Space Technology to
create a community that could spend an afternoon having rich conversations to explore and re-consider
what we mean by mental health.
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Presentations

Rod Hyde, Chair of the Fellowship Council and Trustee at the RSA (Royal Society for the
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce) opened the day’s discussion by explaining
the role of the RSA and what it does. The RSA believes that all human beings have creative
capacities that, when understood and supported, can be mobilised to deliver a 21st century
enlightenment. The RSA has 29,000 fellows who share ideas, carry out cutting-edge research and
build networks and opportunities for people to collaborate, helping to create fulfilling lives and a
flourishing society.
Rod also invited everyone in the room to consider becoming a fellow of the RSA.
Tina Coldham, Chair of NIHR INVOLVE and mental health survivor, spoke candidly about her
experiences as a mental health service user and how her experiences of both her mental health
problems and the services provided by the NHS have impacted her perspective. Tina has
managed to keep her great sense of humour despite some of the serious challenges she has
faced over the years and encouraged everyone to have genuine and authentic discussions.
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Convenor reports
Group 1 Topic of debate: How do we get acceptance for alternative views and approaches?
Convenor Name: Julia
Participants: Julia, Jacqui, Nick
Key points from discussion:


Role of artists / the arts as a connector: to place, to others and to the self



Arts as a way to normalize experience and to share with others



Arts seeking recognition with clinicians, some clinicians trying to break out but both missing each
other. Can we find a new shared middle ground and language?



Could mental health services be ‘delivered’ as part of the arts sector? With minimal clinical
involvement or other sectors ‘spiritual’



A new space – for activity, conversation, a new paradigm

Next steps:


A further conversation, more between us three



Try something to start conversations around shared language and understanding



Take something out of clinical environment as a first step?

Group 2, Topic of debate: Meds v Meditation – community team approach
Convenor name: Damon Horrill
Participants: Damon, Rita,
Key points from discussion:


Psychiatry labels ‘ chemical imbalance’ – medication (no scientific basis- stigma)



Blended community teams – peers and professionals



Mindfulness



Balance rather than ‘medical condition treatment’



Community led



Shared realization



Flow



Hope and purpose

Next steps:
None recorded
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Group 3, Topic of debate: How to capture our experience of mental health through the arts
Convenor name: Anne Passila, Allan Owens, Monica Biagioli
Participants: Lilly, Karen, Doug, Gina
Key points from discussion:


Sense of permission for self care



Arts based methods heighten our sense of embodiment



Reframe the conversation to what is right



Creating non clinical environments



Feeling powerful in playfulness

Next steps:
None recorded
Group 4, Topic of debate: Co production / decision making for service users/ carers with
NHS trusts
Convenor name: Don Bryant
Participants: Julie, Jenny, Rod, Julian, Tina
Key points from discussion:


Direct payment patients have money (Burtschold in Holland)



Services should follow them – can have constraints and conditions



Research into providing evidence or value of change



Ethics – traditionally forms of service, provision unethical – like slavery?



Incarceration within invisible chains



Employment – Trust needs to employ more s/h’s



Social media – important, need numbers and expertise

Next Steps
None recorded
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Group 5, Topic of debate: What is ‘me’ and what is my ‘illness’ ?
Convenor name : Jessica Hearne
Participants: Gillian, Nigel, Alice, Leanne, Apadmi
Key points from discussion:


Seeing mental health the same as physical health, only we know our own norms



We are all different and have our own rules on how we function



We can think we are ‘ill’ or ‘healthy’ but actually its more of a spectrum, sometimes its about the
words that we use. Sometimes we need these words to gain access to support but actually this
can be damaging



Are labels good?



Society like to pigeon hole us



We need to take ownership of our own ‘norm’



Nature v nuture – both, you can no longer distinguish anymore and look at everything

Next steps:


Break down the labels



Learn more about people’s norms and our own norms

Group 6, Topic of debate: We can grow ‘mental wellness’ through education to fortify
people / communities for their life journey.
Convenor name: Karen Colligan
Participants: Jo Lowndes, Sarah Carr
Topic of debate:


Need to start in education, what is ‘normal’ so people have a starting point for the mental health
barometer



Should be outside of ‘traditional’ services. People need to take responsibility for their own
recovery



Acceptance of full range of emotions can be seen as being mentally fit, can be made to feel
unfit by other with differing views



Learning to overcome adversity, growing from getting through a crisis.



Self agency – you are the initiator of the action, you are in control



PHSE – in high schools could growing mental wellness education be included in this



MHFA to be mandatory in schools paid for by the government



Scouts/guides – ‘be prepared, be ready’
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Growing mental wellness is not about mental illness, any clinical diagnosis of mental illness is irrelevant (away from the negative)



Self management programmes – with that comes the individuality of each person/ community
which fortifies to make people more resilient to over adverse circumstances in life /
deeper understanding of meaning of bereavement/ exam stress.

Next steps:


Demonstrate mental wellness and how to get there and how we can grow it



Self management programmes which demonstrate overcoming adversity and being mentally fit
and active, includes problem solving



Showing people how you did it and the shared learning through self management



Demonstrates how you overcame a challenge vignettes and what kept you well, opens up all
creative opportunities

Group 7, Topic of debate: Improving mental health services
Convenor name: Karen
Participants: Karen, Emma, Spencer
Key points from discussion:


Stigma – negative. How do we change this, inside hospital and outside?



Tracking in hospitals and for families to better understand and cope with potential and regular
incidents and experiences, education, schools?



Start education at a young age: schools, television, celebrities, social media. Enable people to
become more compassionate



Mental health teams to visit patients through the journey in a hospital rather than just at
discharge



Work with employers, education and track how to resolve/ cope with stress



More social prescribing – problems from social issues



Necessity for employment



Medication v Medication?

Next Steps:
None recorded
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Group 8 Topic of debate: Diagnosis and the affect it has in research
Convenor name: Rita Long
Participants: Frances, Tina, Karen, Monica
Key points from discussion:


The value – added role of ‘service user researcher’



The importance of getting to know the people we work with – the people we want to find out
about



The research process should benefit participants as well as researchers



The importance of enabling people to get involved in developing the research question



How do we ensure participants in research reflect the demographic population it was meant to

Next steps:
None recorded
Group 9 Topic of debate: Lived experience
Convenor name: Frances
Participants: Mark, Adam, Alice
Key points from discussion:


Impact of poverty



AAS on prescription – social prescribing



Pleasure of art v profession of AA



AAS organization embracing wellbeing work



Can artist’s get therapeutic value from AA



Not making therapeutic art professional – pressure inhibiting

Next Steps:
None recorded
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Group 10 Topic of debate: Technology in supporting people with mental health
Convenor name: Spencer
Participants: Alice, Julia, Spencer, Doug
Key points from discussion:


Imood Journal – identify stressors, fully customizable for an individual – notify to support



Wearable’s to support



Data – who owns? For how long? Not related to an individual, useful needed? Let the patient
decide who can access the data, will this cause problems with the doctors?

Key points from discussion:
None recorded
Group 11, Topic of debate: How can we reduce the stigma of mental health?
Convenor name: Emma
Participants: Sarah, Julie, Jenny, Rebecca
Key points from discussion:


Lack of knowledge of ‘what is mental health?’ Is it because sometimes mental health is invisible?



Is it because mental health is behavioural – unpredictable / physical health is more predictable?



Media campaigns



Short term – tackle by finding routes around it



Long terms – drip cultural charge

Next steps:
None recorded
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Group 12, Topic of debate: Tackling poverty and inequality
Convenor name: Mark Swift
Participants: none recorded
Key points from discussion:


Getting to the route cause of the problem – poverty and deprivation



Community inclusion and social entrepreneurs



Taking action / conveying people and community



Lobbying for change



Banging the drum for social justice

Next Steps:
None recorded
Group 13 Topic of debate: 5 ways to health and well being
Convenor name: Saad
Participants: Saad, Don
Key points from discussion:


To improve health and well being (interlinked)



Connect



Keep learning



Take notice



Give



Be active



NOA medication therapy



Increase life expectancy 7-10 years, implement weekly and monthly in time management, solves
problem of isolation, loneliness, depression and anxiety



Life rooms / recovery college

Next steps:
None recorded
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Group 14, Topic of debate: Is care addressing the whole person? How can the arts reignite
humanity in healthcare that strives to be corporate?
Convenor name: Gina Giotaki
Participants: Lily Nelson, Jess Hearne, Jackie Wood
Key points from discussion:


Mental health diagnosis given in relation to performance outcomes systems as a normalizing process.



Institutionalisation of practices / objectification of experiences, examining a situation as opposed to
the person non-humanistic



Medical staff training – objectification



Political decisions of cost cutting have led to mystification of cost efficiency



Takes a lot of strength to ask for help when unwell



Bring creativity into medical staff training



Systemise how we organize space within care for reflective spaces

Next steps:
None recorded
Group 15, Topic of debate: How do you evidence informal / co-production in a dance
organsiation?
Convenor name: None recorded
Key points from discussion:


Co production may be more about relationships than structures and not lend itself to evidence



What shape or form should co production take?



What constitutes valid evidence?



Should once secure funding or be more creative capturing imagination

Next steps:
None recorded
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Group 16, Topic of debate: What should a mental health nurse look like?
Convenor name: Jo Lowndes
Participants: Gillian, Karen, Nigel
Key points from discussion:


What qualifications are required? Now people are paying – students are 18. Admission are very
clear about what is required



Cultural issues – which co assess about the regulator. Will there only be generic nurses? Learning
disability nurses, is this where mental health nursing will go?



The socialization of nurses is pre defined what about the knowledge base? If mental health stays in
the box N.M.C is that the best place for nurses to develop?



Nurses need to be educated to manage mental health and mental wellness – for safety reasons



What do you want as a patient? Someone who is kind, someone who you can talk to, made me feel
better and help me get out of hospital. Competent and a good communicator. Legacy they can
deprive you of your liberty



What is the mental health nurses therapeutic role? Dramatically change the role of nurses away
from incarcerating people where nurses mistrust. Restraint is violent.



How about approving a situation where there is never a need to incarcerate anyone? When people
are required to self manage their mental wellness mental health nurses in IAP services have a
different role. In forensic services mental health nurses help to get people out and back into
society

Next steps:


We need education to shift but there is so much resistance, according to measures – product.



Let the public and nurses come together in a space to decided the way forward.
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Summary of the day

This summary is to make notes of the dialogue and to circulate this to the participants as a reminder of
discussions and to encourage individuals who were involved to continue to have conversations and
connect with other people who have an interest in mental health and mental health research.
Next steps
The event report will be circulated to participants and other interested parties. It will also be available to
the general public on the NHS Research and Development website. NHS R&D NW may contact discussion
convenors to ascertain what additional support is required to maintain momentum and track progress of
ideas.
NHS R&D North West would appreciate on going feedback with regards to the progress of any of the
issues raised on the day from any of the people who attended the event even if they were not a
convenor.
Thank you to everyone who attended on the day and contributed to all the discussions detailed in this
report and a big thank you too all convenors for raising their question.
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Visual mins of the day
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Postcard Feedback
Enjoyed the day, inspiring
to meet new people and
have fresh discussions!

Very powerful to
listen to personal
stories and think

Loved the
opportunity to
knowledge share
and network
An energising
and inspiring
conversation

Another great NHS R&D North
West catalyst event, lots of
stimulating conversation even
in a short space of time, really
interesting connections today
that I will follow up with.

Excellent afternoon
generating a lot of
thought, insight and
ideas. Thought provoking

Informative,
useful and good
networking

Really interesting
structure, enabled
really accessible

A really useful
afternoon with
positivity throughout

Thank you for creating a
creative dynamic and
productive space for
envisaging a better
culture of care within
mental health

Beautifully structure session, the
open space format is both inclusive
and allows for difference. Involving
a diverse set of great individuals in
thoughtful conversations

Very informative, positive
action needs to be built in
the future for NHS based on
this afternoons meeting!
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